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Figure 1: The four sliders used to investigate the impact of the size of future modules constituting the PUI: (from left to right)
a current smooth slider and three sliders made of mock-up modules of �1mm, �2.5mm and �5mm.

ABSTRACT
Shape-changing User Interfaces (UIs) explore the ability of a UI to
change its physical shape to support multiple interaction modali-
ties for users’ input and/or system’s output. An approach currently
studied to implement such interfaces at a high resolution is based
on mm-sized, round, and self-actuated modules. The problem we
tackle in this paper is to find the range of usable sizes of such
modules, to better inform the trade-off between usability and tech-
nological feasibility. We assessed four sliders in a controlled user
study: a standard slider and three sliders made of mock-up rounded
modules of �1mm, �2.5mm, and �5mm. Experimental results
show that (1) �5mm modules significantly impair performance
for the pursuit task and subjective perception for both tasks, (2)
performance increases when the size of modules decreases, but (3)
users reportedly enjoyed the haptic feedback provided by �1mm
to �2.5mm modules. These results provide deeper understanding
on the impact of the size of modules on performance and subjective
perception to inform current technological development of physical
user interfaces made of small robotic modules.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Empirical studies in HCI.
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Physical interaction, Slider, Target acquisition, Target pursuit, Mod-
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent work on shape-changing User Interfaces (UIs) explored the
ability of a UI to change its physical shape to support multiple
interaction modalities [11] for users’ input and system’s output [2].
Shape-changing UIs offer the benefits of physicality and software
dynamics, and enable, e.g., the unique support of adaptative affor-
dance [2]. Examples include a slider of variable length to compro-
mise between performance and footprint [19] (Figure 2a).

One possible approach to implement shape-changing UIs is based
on modules. Modules are small building block elements, which can
rearrange or be rearranged to form the UI. Such modules can be
robotic, i.e., microelectromechanical modules embedding compu-
tational capabilities (e.g., Catoms [94], MBlocks [80]). We do not
consider in this paper modular approaches that do not allow for
3D reconfiguration (e.g., Lumen [76], InFORM [26]) or non-self-
actuated ones (e.g., GaussBricks [58]). Modules self-actuated in
3D allow for a larger range of shapes and for system’s shape out-
put [41, 86]. In addition, while non-self-actuated modules can reach
small sizes (e.g., 2mm [34]), it is difficult for users to accurately ma-
nipulate very small modules. Previous work explored applications
enabled by such modules, e.g., computer-assisted design on the
physical prototype itself [91], animation directly with a physical
prop [64, 83], adapting the interface to the users’ needs [82]. This
modular approach promises to allow in the future for a large range
of shape-change, while enabling high resolution and scalability [2].

The problem we tackle in this paper is to find the range of usable
sizes of modules for modular shape-changing physical UIs (PUIs) (i.e.
a physical object that the user can manipulate, as opposed to graph-
ical UIs. Previous work stress the importance of this problem [54].
A first reason is that the smallest possible modules are desirable,
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as they allow for instance for the highest possible resolution for
the system’s shape output modality [54, 77]. A second reason for
this importance is that the largest possible modules is desirable to
ease their fabrication. In particular, the size of modules was found
to have the most impact on other technological design parameters,
such as the computational and interaction capabilities embedded
in each module [77]. As a consequence, the size of modules suf-
fers from a trade-off between usability and technological feasibility.
This paper aims at providing a very first measure of usability to
inform future technological development about this trade-off.

A difficulty –and motivation– of this problem lies in the fact that
current technology is not yet ready for very small self-actuated
modules. Figure 2 shows the modular shape-changing systems
that can reconfigure in 3D and that reached a size smaller than
20cm [77]. For instance, the smallest modules studied in HCI are the
9mm DynaBlocks [91] (Figure 2). However, Dynablocks are not self-
actuated, preventing the system to actuate their 3D display unless
they lie on the dedicated table. Major technological advances are
done in the autonomous robotics community, where the currently
most advanced robotic modules being assembled are the �3.6mm
Catoms [94] (Figure 2). Figure 2 shows that it is not possible yet to
prototype high-resolution modular shape-changing UIs to conduct
user studies. It is therefore difficult for the research community
to know how far technological research should go to decrease the
size of modules in order to provide usable interaction, as we do not
know how much the size of the modules impact the interaction.

To solve this difficulty and begin to study the impact of the size
of modules on interaction, our approach in this paper is to hypoth-
esize that this technology is close to enable shape-changing PUIs.
Based on this hypothesis, we study modular non-shape-changing
UIs with non-actuated mock-ups of modules based on the current
design of this technology. This allows us to start evaluating the
impact of the size of modules between shape-changing phases. As
HCI researchers, we believe user-centered design should drive tech-
nological development as early as possible [42].

Another difficulty –and grand challenge [2]– lies in the fact that
the shape of the modules can also impact user experience with mod-
ular UIs [2, 77]. We chose to start our research with quasi-spherical
modules, as this shape (1) is the most promising for miniaturization
of actuated robotic modules [74] and (2) is expected to have the
most impact on interaction due to the friction caused at the surface
of the UI by the gaps between modules.

First, as shown in Figure 2, while the research community mostly
explores cubic modules, the robotics community found that quasi-
spherical shape is a promising approach to decrease the size of
modules [74]. Indeed, the technologies used to actuate cubic imple-
mentations are difficult to miniaturize (e.g., electro-magnets [104],
mechanical hinges [64] or flywheels [80]), whereas the rounded
edges provided by quasi-spherical modules lower the energy as nec-
essary for miniature actuation [74]. Quasi-spherical shape is there-
fore a promising research direction for modular shape-changing
UIs. For this reason, the impact of this shape should be assessed.

Second, we expect a high difference in user experience between
small and large rounded modules, as the size and number of gaps
between rounded modules are correlated with the size of the mod-
ules. In contrast, we expect a lower difference in user experience
between small and large cubic modules, as only the number of gaps

is correlated with the size of the modules. While we expect quasi-
spherical modules to hinder performance of common tasks such as
target acquisition and pursuit, we do not know to which extent their
size will hinder performance. This paper addresses this important
problem to re-center technological development on users.

We present the results of two studies assessing four sizes of
modules constituting a PUI (namely a slider): a plain, smooth slider
(modules of size ~0mm) and three sliders made of�1mm,�2.5mm
and �5mm mock-up modules. We find that (1) the largest mod-
ules (�5mm) significantly impairs performance for a pursuit task
and subjective perception for pursuit and target acquisition tasks,
(2) performance increases when the size of modules decreases but
(3) users reportedly enjoyed the haptic feedback of �1mm and
�2.5mm modules (e.g., to brake, change speed and change direc-
tion). These results provide deeper understanding on how users
interact with a device made of small, rounded modules, to inform
future technological goals for shape-changing PUIs.

2 RELATEDWORK
The study of the size of rounded modules constituting a PUI builds
on previous work in PUIs, haptics and psychophysics.

Haptic perception of PUIs. The haptic feedback of an interface
involves two kinds of perception: First, the kinesthetic perception
is the perception of forces and positions by the muscles and joints
[18]. Second, the tactile perception is the perception of the physical
properties of an object when in contact with the user’s skin [67].
When interacting with a PUI, both kinesthetic and tactile percep-
tions come into play. For example, users will perceive the shape
and roughness of a slider (tactile perception) and the force required
to move its cursor (kinesthetic perception).

Previous works distinguish two dimensions of texture: micro (or
fine) and macro [67]. Despite differences in perceptual mechanisms,
micro- and macro-roughness are hard for users to separate [67].
Prior work studied roughness with groove widths of 1mm up to
8mm [50], which is in the order of magnitude of the size of the gaps
between the modules constituting future reconfigurable PUIs (e.g.,
[26, 64, 91, 101]). On the kinesthetic level, surfaces with groove
width of 5mm or 8mm give a kinesthetic feeling of detents –i.e. the
feeling that the cursor is locked at a position, often spring-loaded to
make the cursor move toward this position [8]– but are also on the
roughness spectrum [50]. Surfaces with smaller groove width, and
even micro-levels of roughness, may not give the same feeling of de-
tents but still involve kinesthetic perception through proprioception
[102]. Although we expect the size of modules to fall into the macro-
roughness category (i.e., textures with spatial periods >200 µm) [53],
the surface of the modules may present micro-roughness character-
istics (i.e., textures with spatial periods <200 µm). We conducted a
pilot comparing a smooth manufactured slider and the smooth 3D
printed one of Figure 1 showing micro-roughness to evaluate how it
might impact the results of our experiment. We found no difference.
For this reason, this paper focuses on the macro-roughness caused
by modules.

Tactile discrimination of textures. The haptics literature recog-
nizes three fundamental dimensions of tactile perception: warmness
(e.g., wood vs. metal), hardness (e.g., metal vs. foam) and roughness
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Figure 2: Left: Evolution over time of the size and shape of modules used for modular 3D shape-changing UIs <20mm (data
source and references [77] found at http://molecularhci.imag.fr). Right (a): In the future, modular PUIs could be able to recon-
figure their shape. For instance here, a slider could become larger [19]. Right (b): The simulated robotic movement of small,
interchangeable modules currently developed that could allow such changes in shape [73].

(e.g., sand paper is rough vs. plain paper is smooth) [67]. We particu-
larly review prior work on roughness, as small modules impact the
roughness of the interface. When users manipulate PUIs such as a
slider, their fingers can (1) stick to the surface of the object, such as
when fingers grasp the cursor of the slider. Their fingers can also (2)
move tangentially to the surface of the object, such as when fingers
swipe a surface. Their fingers can also (3) move a proxy (also called
a probe) tangentially to the surface of the object, such as when
manipulating an object on a surface or the cursor on its support
surface. We thus report results on tactile perception through direct
touch with (1) static and (2) moving fingers (e.g., [37, 63, 72, 89]),
and through moving probes (3) (e.g., [50, 53, 102, 103]).

The perception of roughness is primarily driven by changes in
groove width [50, 55]. Human tactile perception of textures with
moving fingers heavily depends on the size of the gaps between
bumps [14], rather than the size of the bumps. The deeper the
skin of the finger can penetrate into the groove between tactile
modules, the rougher the user perceives the surface. Specifically,
the perception of roughness (1) increases with the distance between
the raised tactile modules, (2) increases with the height of the raised
modules and, (3) modestly decreases when the size of the raised
modules increases [89].

Minimal size of gaps between modules. Users better perceive
roughness when they perform tangential movements [61, 89], such
as when they perform target acquisition or pursuit with a PUI.
The tactile discrimination of two points is more accurate when the
fingers move across the surface of the object: the finger’s static two-
points discrimination normal ability is <6mm and its moving two-
points discrimination normal ability is <2mm [39, pp.146-148][22,
pp.118-121]. We will not study gaps >6mm because humans are
able to discriminate two points >6mm away from each other, even
when their finger is static; Also, robots are already research at sizes
<6mm. Additionally, increasing the surface roughness impacts the
kinesthetic perception of friction [67, 89].When the gaps and bumps
of a rough surface are repeated in a 2D texture, such as with abrasive
paper [38], the thresholds are even lower. Through static contact
of the finger, users perceive textures if the size of their modules
is >0.1mm [38]. With moving contact, human tactile perception is
possible for modules of sizes <0.1mm [38], extending to amplitudes

as small as 10 nm for wrinkled surfaces [88]. Based on this we will
study modules as small as allowed by standard 3D printers available
to the general public. Overall, prior work primarily focus on the
perception of roughness, rather than on its impact on another,
primary task, such as target acquisition and pursuit, as we do in
this paper.

Tactile perception through a probe. The literature on haptics and
psychophysics studied the perception of roughness through a probe,
i.e. the tip of a stylus (e.g., [50, 53, 102, 103]). E.g., with a tip of size
3mm, humans are able to perceive gaps of size as small as 0.125mm.
However, this work does not study task performance on a textured
surface through a probe, nor through a textured probe or through
a probe with a different and larger shape. Manipulating two rough
objects on each others, e.g. a rough slider cursor on a rough railing,
results in multiple contact points covering a larger contact surface.
We do not know yet how these previous results would apply to
larger objects and how they relate to common tasks such as target
acquisition and pursuit. This is however important to assess to help
the design of future modular shape-changing PUIs. Prior work also
proposed tools to capture and generate textures through an active
haptic probe and tested the correct perception of the captured then
regenerated textures [20]. In contrast, our work aims at assessing
the impact on task performance of the texture resulting from small
modules constituting the PUI.

Tactile perception of roughness and PUIs. Previous work explored
the change of tactile perception of the roughness of the UI. For
instance, prior work explores vibrotactile feedback for physical
dials [10]. Such feedback can easily be perceived even with a static
contact of the finger. It is therefore different from the feedback
provided by rough surfaces of reconfigurable PUIs made of small
modules. Rough devices with prominent textures are an incentive
to touch [63] and can be used in the future design of perceived
affordances [66] for reconfigurable PUIs. To our knowledge, the
literature in PUI and tangible UIs did not explore roughness be-
yond its subjective perception and abstract qualities [40]. Tactile
perception to perform grasp and lift manipulation has been studied
[32]: the shape of the object in the region of contact with the skin
has a strong effect on grip and lift tasks. However, we do not know
yet how the roughness of the surface of the reconfigurable PUI
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–caused by its small modules– affects the performance of common
interactive tasks such as target acquisition and pursuit.

Kinesthetic perception and PUIs. Modular implementation of PUIs
will cause friction, as the size of modules is correlated with fric-
tion [89]. Previous work explored the change of the kinesthetic
perception through programmable friction and movement resis-
tance. Programmable friction improves overall movement time and
the time to stop the cursor after entering the target with a tactile
graphical slider [57]. Variable movement resistance on a physi-
cal slider such as with the FireFader [7] improves performance of
eye-free interaction [59] or the kinesthetic visualization and ma-
nipulation of sound [93]. In prior work, programmable friction and
movement resistance were applied in the area of the target. On the
contrary, in this paper we are interested in studying the impact of
the roughness, and its resulting friction, on the whole surface of
the PUI. Previous work also explored the impact of the resolution
of pin-based display on a target pursuit task [79]. However, this
work did not explore target acquisition tasks. Another limitation is
the single, rather large (�15mm) size of pins compared to current,
smooth and plain PUIs. In addition, the proposed implementation
of a slider does not build on top of current widespread sliders. This
makes difficult the generalization of this result to widespread sliders
made of smaller round modules arranged in 3D such as the ones of
Figure 1 and 2ab.

On the one hand, while prior work inform on the human tactile
perception according to the size of the gaps between the modules
constituting the reconfigurable PUI, it primarily focuses on direct
touch. When interaction through probes was studied, these probes
are far from widespread PUIs such as dials and sliders, and the
tasks performed by participants are far from the tasks performed
with PUIs. On the other hand, prior work studied the impact of
friction andmovement resistance on target acquisition tasks that are
widespread in PUIs. However, the friction and movement resistance
are applied in the area of the targets only, on the contrary to future
reconfigurable PUIs made of small modules. We could not find
previous work assessing how the size of modules might impact the
performance or the user experience for such tasks.

3 EXPERIMENTS
We conduct two user experiments assessing the impact of the size
of rounded modules constituting a PUI when using a physical slider.
One experiment uses a target acquisition task and the other one
a pursuit task. For each task, we assess the performance, and the
perceived task difficulty and workload.

3.1 Method
3.1.1 Apparatus. We chose to study a plain, smooth slider like
current sliders as a control condition, and sliders made of modules
of three different sizes. First,�1mm is the smallest size we achieved
with current mainstream 3D printers. Second, we chose to study
�5mm spheres, as higher sizes importantly impair the global shape
of the PUI. Finally, we chose an intermediate size of �2.5mm to
uniformly study performance in the �0-5mm range.

We 3D printed the sliders. The STLmodels, printers andmaterials
used for the prototypes are provided in the supplementary material
for replicability. Our cursor is based on a manufactured, widespread

one (Figure 1) [23]. In order to provide a passive haptic feedback
comparable to current sliders, the arrangement of the spheres pro-
vides a hole for the rail, in which the cursor moves (Figure 1). To
allow for a comfortable manipulation of the slider, we provided a
support surface around the mock-up (Figure 1). To log the location
of the cursor, we mounted the prototypes of modular cursor and
casing of modular sliders on a slide potentiometer, as shown in
the supplementary video. For accuracy, we chose a 100mm-long
Bourns PTB0143-2010BPB103 [1] over other sizes and manufac-
turers, as, for instance, PaletteGear 60mm-long sliders could not
be as accurate as 100mm-long ones [19]. We connected the poten-
tiometers to a computer through a Teensy 3.6 board running the
Firmata firmware. The experimental software runs at 60 fps. We
choose the Teensy 3.6 board for its high performance and its ability
to handle 12 bits of resolution when reading the potentiometer. The
supplementary video shows how the prototypes work and how
participants used the prototypes during the experiment.

3.1.2 Participants. We recruited 24 participants from the local
campus. Participants only took part in one of the experiments.
Twelve participants performed the target acquisition task (4 female,
8 males, M = 31.33 y.o., SD = 5.69) and the other twelve participants
performed the pursuit task (4 female, 8 males, M = 30.8 y.o., SD =
7.6). All were occasional users of physical sliders.

3.1.3 Experimental design. Target acquisition and pursuit tasks are
common in the literature for physical interaction [25, 44, 79, 95]. The
within-subject independent variable was the size of the modules:
Smooth, i.e. no modules (plain 3D printed), spheres of �1mm,
spheres of �2.5mm, and spheres of �5mm. The different levels of
sizes were presented in permuted order (latin square).

3.1.4 Procedure. The experimenter verifies the tactile sensitivity of
the dominant hand’s thumb, index and middle fingers through two-
points discrimination test [22, 39] and the Semmes-Weinstein mono-
filament aesthesiometer [6]. There was no sensitivity impairment
susceptible to skew the results. The participant then sits in front of a
laptop running the experimental software and is presented with the
first prototype, on the side of their dominant hand. The participant
adjusts the location of the box to comfortably reach the highest and
lowest values of the slider. The experimenter secures the location of
the box with blu tack. The participant then performs the task. For
both tasks, the user controls a 1mm-thick (4.4px) on-screen cursor
with their dominant hand, along an 180mm-long (800px) vertical
axis displayed on-screen (Figure 3). As the potentiometer measures
100mm, the on-screen cursor moves faster than the physical one
with a CD gain of 1.8. The transfer function is a linear mapping.

The participants do not wear earplugs to cancel the noise caused
by the friction: We focus in this very first study on the measure of
the impact of the size of the modules. As suggested in [69], we leave
for future work the identification of the factors causing this impact,
such as, e.g., the friction, or the noise caused by this friction.

Target acquisition task. A blue rectangle acting as a target is
shown on the vertical axis (Figure 3). The widths (W) and distances
(D) of the targets are randomized (W=8px or W=35px, D=90px or
D=400px) and result in three rounded Fitts’ Index of Difficulty (ID):
1.8, 3.6 and 5.7. The target becomes green when the cursor is within
the target. The participant validates by pressing the space key of a
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Figure 3: Close-ups of the UI of the experimental software
for the target acquisition (left) and pursuit tasks (right).

laptop with their non-dominant hand. If they validate outside the
target, we log an error. The task ends when the target is successfully
acquired. After completing a training with 5 targets, the participant
is required to successfully validate 5 blocks of 26 targets. As the dis-
tance (D) is the distance between two consecutive targets, the first
and last targets are dummies to re-position the cursor at the center
of the screen. Thus, the first and last targets are discarded during
analysis. Participants can take breaks between blocks. Instructions
require the participant to be as quick and accurate as possible. To
account for speed-accuracy trade-off, the experimental software
compute the error rate and instruct the participant to speed up
(error rate < 4 %) or slow down (> 4 %) between blocks.

Target pursuit task. A 1mm-thick (4.4px) green target is mov-
ing up and down the vertical axis (Figure 3). The target moves at
constant speed in a linear motion and darts off at pseudo-random
intervals (as in [44, 79]). Instructions require the white cursor, con-
trolled by the user, to be as close as possible to the green target.
Participants complete two trials of 90 s, as in [25, 44, 79]. They can
take a break between trials.

After completion of the task, the participant fills a questionnaire.
The procedure is repeated with each of the four sizes of modules.
At the end of the experiment, the participant fills a final question-
naire. We conducted interviews after the task using the explicitation
interview method [96]. The experiment lasts around 30 minutes.

3.1.5 Data collection and analysis. For the target acquisition task,
we collect movement time, error rate and distance from target
center to the cursor. For the target pursuit task, we collect the
pursuit error for every frame during the experiment. For both,
we gather subjective feedback: First, we gather overall perceived
difficulty with a Single Ease Question [97] (Overall, how difficult or
easy did you find this task?). The participant answers on a seven
points Likert scale. Second, we gather perceived workload with
a NASA Task Load Index (TLX) questionnaire which assesses six
items: mental, physical and temporal demand, performance, effort,
and frustration [36]. We use the unweighted version which is as
reliable but faster to complete [35, 62]. We also record synchronized
videos of the participants’ arms, hands and eyes. The experimenter
took note of used limbs and user behaviour.

We chose to compare the impact of the size of the modules on our
chosen measures as in previous work [21, 51]. Other widespread
experimental procedures (e.g., two-alternative forced choice [9],
free-magnitude estimation [38], or just-noticeable difference [43])
require to many sizes of spheres or only assess the impact on a
subjective measure.

Movement Time (ms) Error rate (%) SEQ

Smooth 1441.29±623.23 2.28±14.95 6.01±1.16
�1mm 1471.04±660.18 3.59±18.61 5.25±1.36

�2.5mm 1506.15±594.66 3.12±17.39 5.34±1.15
�5mm 1508.95±737.33 1.94±13.81 4.92±1.5

Table 1: Mean movement time (ms), error rate (%) and score
of the Single Ease Question for target acquisition (±stdev).

3.2 Results - Target acquisition
In this section, we report our results on the impact of the size
of modules constituting the slider on the performance of users
performing a target acquisition task. We particularly report in table
1 our results on movement time, error rate and SEQ score.

3.2.1 Performance. While our participants were asked to aim at a
4% error rate, we wanted to account for any residual bias in speed-
accuracy trade-off. A common approach is to use the effective
width [90]. However, in order to measure actual movement times,
we chose in our experimental procedure to measure the movement
time until successful target acquisition as in [27]. In this case, we can
directly analyze movement times and error rates separately [17].

Movement Time. Figure 4 shows the geometric mean of the
movement time [85] for each size of modules, with its 95 % confi-
dence interval. Since we obtain a p-value of 0.021 with Shapiro-
Wilk’s test on our data, we cannot assume the normality of our data.
We therefore perform an Aligned Rank Transform (ART) [99]. We
conducted a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the aligned
data and showed no significant difference between the movement
times of the different sizes of modules (F(3,33)=1.81, p>.05).

Error Rate. Since we obtain a p-value of 0.0003 with Shapiro-
Wilk’s test on our data, we cannot assume the normality of our data.
We therefore align our data with the ART method. We conducted
a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the aligned data and
showed no significant difference between the error rate of the
different sizes of modules (F(3,33)=1.67, p>.05).

3.2.2 Questionnaires. As questionnaires provide Likert scale data,
we used the ART method to align their data, e.g., the mean SEQ
scores. We conducted a one-way ANOVA to compare the impact
of the size of modules on the aligned SEQ score. As there was sig-
nificance (F(3,33)=4.0637, p<.05), we carried out post-hoc pairwise
comparisons based on Kenward-Roger approximation. Participants
perceived the task as significantly more difficult with the slider
made of �5mm modules compared to the smooth slider (p<.05).

We conducted a one-way ANOVA to compare the impact of
the size of modules on each aligned TLX item score and found no
significant differences between the TLX items of the different sizes
of modules. The raw scores for the SEQ and TLX questionnaires
can be found in the supplementary material.

3.3 Results - Target pursuit
In this section, we report our results on the impact of the size of
modules on the performance of users performing a target pursuit
task. We particularly report in table 2 our results on pursuit error
and SEQ score.
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Figure 4: Left: Movement time (in ms) for each size of modules. Points show geometric means and error bars show the 95%
confidence interval. Right: Error rate (%) for each size of modules. Points showmeans and error bars show the 95% confidence
interval. All conditions had the same slider range on the device (8 cm) and on the screen (18 cm).

Pursuit error (%) Pursuit error (mm) SEQ

Smooth 1.27±10.31 2.29±18.56 5.42±1.08
�1mm 1.32±10.21 2.38±18.38 4.33±1.37

�2.5mm 1.42±10.06 2.56±18.11 4.5±1.24
�5mm 1.68±10.39 3.02±18.70 3.83±1.80

Table 2: Median pursuit error (% andmm) andmean score of
the Single Ease Question for pursuit (±stdev).

3.3.1 Performance. Figure 5 shows the median pursuit error for
each size of modules. The median of the pursuit error is a better
indicator of the data central tendency [19]. Since we obtain a p-
value < 0.001 with Barlett’s test on our data, we cannot assume the
normality of our data. We aligned our data using ART [99]. We
then conducted a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the
aligned data that showed a significance difference (F(3,33)=17.879,
p<.01). We carried out post-hoc pairwise comparisons based on
Kenward-Roger approximation [47] and showed two significant
increase in pursuit error: First, the slider made of �5mm modules
lead to significantly more error compared to all other sizes (smooth
(p<.0001),�1mmmodules (p<.0001) and�2.5mmmodules (p<.01)).
Second, the slider made of �2.5mm modules lead to significantly
more error compared to the smooth slider (p<.05).

3.3.2 Questionnaires. We followed the same statistical approach
as for the questionnaire data of the target acquisition task. We com-
pare the impact of the size of modules on the aligned SEQ score. As
there was significance (F(3,33)=2.978, p<.05), we carried out post-
hoc pairwise comparisons. The task was perceived as significantly
more difficult with the slider made of �5mm modules compared
to the smooth slider (p<.05). We compare the impact of the size
of modules on each aligned TLX item score. There was a signifi-
cant impact of the size of modules on the perceived performance
(F(3, 33)=3.9714, p<.05). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons show that
the slider made of �5mm modules significantly decreased the per-
ceived performance compared to the smooth slider (p<.01). Results
from the final questionnaire comparing the size showed that all
users ranked the slider made of �5mm modules last for the SEQ
as well as for the physical demand (“The task was physically de-
manding.” ) and frustration items (“I felt discouraged/irritated while
performing the task.” ) of the TLX. The raw scores for the SEQ and
TLX questionnaires are available in the supplementary material.

4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Size of modules & target acquisition
Experimental results showed that, even though increasing the size
of the modules did not significantly impact performance, the task

was perceived as significantly harder with the�5mmmodules. This
is consistent with participant feedback from interviews. Only two
participants expressed liking the slider made of �5mm modules
(P14 "the large notches helped me to be accurate", P17 "I like the [slider
made of �5mm modules ] because I think I didn’t make any error
with it"). The other participants expressed disliking the slider made
of �5mm modules, as they reportedly perceived it as frustrating:
it is too loud (e.g., P21 “the noise is annoying") and is physically
uncomfortable to operate (e.g., P20 “it was annoying to move it" and
P24 “it’s just to the touch, without moving it. I don’t like big spheres.").

Overall, participants agreed that all sliders were similar but had
distinctive qualities. On the one hand, the smooth slider allows for
faster movements and accurate adjustments. However, participants
complained that it led them to overshoot more. On the other hand,
the sliders made of �1mm to �2.5mm modules provide haptic
feedback which helped to prevent overshoots and accurately stop
on the target. Even though participants reportedly enjoyed the
sliders made of �1mm to �2.5mm modules, most still rated the
smooth slider as easiest to complete the task with. Our hypothesis is
that even though the smooth slider causes overshoots, its increased
speed of movement to initially reach the target compensates for the
adjustment time required by the overshoot. Participants expressed
that, despite their preferences, they did not think any size of mod-
ules significantly impacted their performance. For example, P20
said that with the slider made of �5mm modules, "completing the
task was no problem, I just didn’t like it".

Previous work found that programmable friction improves the
time to stop the cursor after entering the target and improves over-
all movement time for non-physical graphical sliders controlled
through direct touch [57]. This is consistent with our results with
physical sliders: in prior work [57], as friction was only applied
on the target, users benefit from (1) the faster movements enabled
by low friction to initially reach the target and (2) the higher fric-
tion on the target to reduce overshoots. Our results are important
as the HCI community takes a growing interest in new shapes,
materials and textures [2, 40, 75], in particular for reconfigurable
PUIs made of small modules (e.g., [26, 31, 54, 58, 64, 91, 101]). Fu-
ture PUIs can leverage materials that can change roughness or
size of modules, such as wrinkling materials (e.g., [28, 71]) with
changing zero-crossing physical feature [81]. It is important that
future materials are able to change roughness only in dedicated,
programmable locations corresponding to potential targets, e.g. to
prevent overshoots while ensuring a comfortable interaction, as
shown in our target acquisition experiment.
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Figure 5: Pursuit error (% of the slider range). Points show medians and error bars show the 95% confidence interval. All
conditions had the same slider range on the device (8 cm) and on the screen (18 cm).

4.2 Size of modules & target pursuit
The size of modules impacts target pursuit more than acquisition.
Participants were less accurate at pursuit as the size increased. As
the size of modules is correlated with friction [89], we explained this
result with the varying friction between the cursor and the rail of
the slider. During interviews, participants commented on the rela-
tionship between friction, size of modules and performance. On the
one hand participants mentioned preferring the plain slider for con-
tinuously pursuing the target, whereas it caused overshoots when
the target darted off. On the other hand, participants mentioned
that larger modules provided haptic feedback. They preferred the
sliders made of�1mm to�2.5mmmodules when the target darted
off, and said these rendered braking, changing speed and changing
direction easier, thus preventing overshoots. This is consistent with
the results and user feedback of the target acquisition task.

Even though participants liked the haptic feedback provided by
modules, the performance suffered from the large “bumps” made
by �5mm modules. When the cursor is in a gap between bumps, it
is difficult to move because of static friction [78] and because of the
deep and steep slope for the cursor to climb the next module. Our
results thus support previous work advocating for lower friction [3,
4, 12, 78], probably because the friction resulting from modules is
high compared to prior work that found no effect [15].

4.3 Grasps observed
Physical sliders allow for several grasps. In particular, when the
finger is on the central concave curve of the cursor (“curve” grasp,
Figure 6), users can simultaneously control several sliders [5, p.140].
Thus, supporting this “curve” grasp is important. To explore the
suitability of a modular implementation for this grasp, we report
how participants grasp the cursor in the video recordings of both
target acquisition and pursuit tasks. We observed between and
within subject variation in grasps. Participants first tried multiple
grasps for a same slider. We only report here the grasp they settle on
after the first target acquisition block or pursuit trial. We categorize
the grasps we found in the three following categories of common
grasps for physical sliders [23] (Figure 6, left):
Curve is the grasp of the cursor with a single finger placed in the
cursor’s central concave curve;
Pinch is the grasp of the cursor between two fingers, often the
index and the thumb;
Curve+Pinch is the grasp combining a pinch between one or two
finger(s), often the middle and the thumb, and another finger, often
the index, in the cursor’s concave curve.

The smooth slider and the slider with �1mm modules present
close performance for all three grasps (Figure 6). The slider with
�2.5mm modules caused a higher error with the Curve grasp for

the pursuit task (yellow in Figure 6). The slider with �5mm mod-
ules (orange in Figure 6) do not allow for the Curve grasp at all,
while the Curve+Pinch grasp caused high error. The Pinch grasp
showed the best performance, although its accuracy with �5mm
modules is still far from the other sizes for the pursuit task.

We hypothesize that this is due to the interaction between the
size of the modules and the contact forces applied with the Curve
grasp. E.g., P5 said about the smooth slider and the slider with
�1mm modules, that they are a lot smoother so I have to be aware, I
have to change the force that I’m applying. P9 said I think that it’s
the force too, that I’m not pressing on it the same way so it grips less.
With the smooth slider, increasing the contact force between the
cursor and the railing does not impair the performance since they
are both smooth. With �1mm modules, it seems that the bumps
and gaps are small enough to accommodate the contact forces of
a Curve grasp without impairing the performance. With �2.5mm
modules, the Curve grasp impairs the performance for the pursuit
task. Applying rather tangential forces (either with the Curve+Pinch
or Pinch grasps) results in better performance. With �5mm mod-
ules, applying contact forces renders the movement of the cursor
challenging. E.g., P5 performs the Curve grasp: "[on the smooth
slider] this is easy with one finger. [switches to �1mm modules]
easy [switches to �2.5mm modules] still easy [switches to �5mm
modules, the cursor gets stuck] no, not easy". The Curve+Pinch grasp
shows little improvement for�5mmmodules. For this reason, most
participants used the Pinch grasp: 6/12 for target acquisition and
10/12 for pursuit. Large size of modules (�5mm) prevents rich
grasps opportunities, and causes lower performance and lower
satisfaction.

4.4 Limitations of the studies
These studies are limited to the impact of themacro-texture of quasi-
spherical modules. Depending on the future actual implementation,
their micro-texture, the strength of their bond, the friction at their
surface, their shape, their arrangements, etc. might also have an
impact on the results. In particular, we left the micro-texture apart
for these studies, as a pilot experiment comparing a standard slider
and a 3D printed one did not show any difference in performance.
However, it is possible that the micro-texture further impairs the
interaction when applied at the surface of small modules. We plan
to assess this in a future separate experiment when the first im-
plementations are available. The studies presented here are a first
and necessary step towards informing the design of small robotic
modules for user interaction with modular PUIs. To our knowledge,
these are the first studies assessing the design parameters of small
modules constituting PUIs.
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Figure 6: Target pursuit error and target acquisition time for each grasp, across sizes of modules. Boxplots show the median
through the bold central line, the first and third quartile through the box and the extremums through the whiskers.

4.5 Implications
Modular interfaces will enable the change of the physical shape to
support multiple interaction modalities [11] for users’ input and/or
system’s output [2]. We evaluated the impact of the size of rounded
modules on target acquisition and pursuit with a slider. Our results
already inform the design of rounded modules constituting modular
interfaces when they take the shape of a slider.

First, an alternative for future modular reconfigurable PUIs in the
future are cubic modules, although such small and actuated cubic
modules were never proposed so far. The smallest cubic modules we
know to allow for 3D shapes are Dynablocks [91] (9mm). However
these are not self-actuated. We hypothesize that cubic modules
would lead to higher target acquisition and pursuit performance
compared to rounded ones. Indeed, only the number of gaps is
correlated with the size of cubic modules. In contrast, the size and
number of gaps between rounded modules are correlated with the
size of the rounded modules. Our results can then be used as a worst
case scenario for the performance with cubic modules. Future work
should assess the precise impact of the size of cubic modules on
user experience.

Second, a modular reconfigurable PUI can change to other PUIs
besides sliders. Other widespread PUIs are push buttons and di-
als [5, 48]. We expect the impact of the size of rounded modules
to be comparable for dials, as the rotation of the dial on the sup-
port surface will also cause friction. We hypothesize that the con-
tact area between a dial and its support surface (between 78 and
707mm2 [5, p.136]) is comparable to the contact area between the
cursor of the slider and its support surface, as recommended [23]
and studied in the paper (231mm2). Our results also offer a first
measure for future modular tangible UIs offering object translation
on a table [86]: These objects could change shape in the future
thanks to a modular implementation, allowing to change their af-
fordance [60] or the shape of their support surface depending on
the scenario of use [33]. Such tangible objects are currently made
of large modules [54], but prior work called for decreasing the size
of these modules [54], in order to allow for larger shape resolu-
tion [81]. Future technological development can now consider user
performance to decide for a target size.

5 CONCLUSION
We explored the impact of the size of rounded modules for target
acquisition and pursuit with future modular PUIs. For target acqui-
sition, our experimental results showed that �1mm to �2.5mm
modules do not significantly impact performance. However, our
participants perceived the task as significantly more difficult when
using a slider made of �5mm modules. Participants found the
�5mm modules useful to reduce overshoots in eye-free target ac-
quisition. For target pursuit, pursuit accuracy decreases when the
size of modules increases, whereas users reportedly prefer sliders
with �1mm to �2.5mm modules to reach darting-off targets. We
found that the higher the size of the modules, the fewer the grasps
user can perform on the slider’s cursor. Impairing the rich grasping
possibilities of PUIs can prevent, e.g., their abilities to act as external
cognitive aids [45, 87]. Our studies show that the research should
consider how the design of these emerging UIs impacts not only
user performance and subjective perception, but also the grasping
possibilities. Our studies show the importance of addressing the
grand challenge [2] of developing <�5mm modules.

Future work on reconfigurable PUIs made of modules <�5mm
also include the study of their arrangements in order to change
tactile and kinesthetic feedback only in dedicated, programmable
locations corresponding to potential targets. Such a material would
entice users to touch the interface on particular locations, and
prevent overshoots while ensuring a comfortable interaction.
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